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ASPECTS OF IRISH-LANGUAGE POETRY – AND

ITS MIRACULOUS SURVIVAL

Gabriel Rosenstock

‘Language, in the end, is all that matters. Our

very survival depends on it. What we say and

how we say it, the symbols that we use to

represent reality, these are the things that will

preserve us…”

De Valera talking to Schrödinger in A

Game with Sharpened Knives,

a novel by Neil Belton.

There is a magnificent poem by Cathal Ó

Searcaigh in which Kathmandu is personified as a

woman, a woman with endless chores and duties

from morning to dusk. In a way I see the poem as

standing for something indestructible in Irishlanguage verse. The language as a literary tool

might be almost disappearing at home, or hanging

on as a mere wraith, at least in terms of

readership. In foreign fields, look – she blooms,

she recreates herself as a woman.

Could anything be older than this

personification of place as woman? Ireland herself

is the tripartite goddess Éire, Banba, Fódla, and an

Irish-language poet is always subtly aware of this.

(A bilingual volume of mine is called Bliain an

Bhandé/ Year of the Goddess, having decided to

dedicate a whole year to her!) As Ireland’s

economic sovereignty became perilously
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endangered in the Autumn of 2010, people’s

thoughts turned to ‘internal’ sovereignty.

Many Irish writers never even heard of Éire.

George Bernard Shaw on receiving a message

from Éamon de Valera afterwards stated that ‘Éire

is a translation [sic] of Ireland’, not realizing

(seemingly) that Éire existed for hundreds and

hundreds of years before the word Ireland was

ever written or spoken.

Does it matter? Of course it does. ‘Ireland my

sireland’ was a bit of 19th. century doggerel and

that about sums it up as to gender mixup!

Mise Éire

Sine mé ná an Chailleach Béarra …

I am Éire

I am older than the Hag of Beare …

When a Gaelic poet reads these oracular lines

by poet-rebel P. H. Pearse (1879 – 1916), the

feeling engendered may not necessarily be an

atavistic or nationalistic one. It may be a feeling of

language as alive before nationhood, older than

nationality. An Ireland of landscape, of grass and

heather and furze and acorns, mountains, lakes,

cliffs, and horses and badgers and hares, and

laughter and weeping, and myths galore, a land

where to be dead means to be remembered. A

land in which Gaelic poets were once forbidden to

utter their country’s name and so over two

hundred names for Ireland evolved.

And the poet who reads Pearse’s lines will be

happy that Pearse, the first of our modern poets in

Irish and an enlightened language activist, was
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also a rebel. And when we come across the line,

‘Má bheireann carbhat orm, tachtfaidh sé mé’ ‘If a

tie takes a hold of me, it will choke me’ by Michael

Davitt (1950 – 2005), we know that the rebel

condition is part of breathing the air of Ireland and

that we will rebel against anything and everything

except Ireland herself.

And so, following ancient rituals, Ó Searcaigh

praises his spiritual home in Nepal, as previously

he had praised the hills and valleys of his native

Donegal. (A free translation of mine as follows):

Kathmandu and her affairs

Day breaks out and she wakes me up suddenly

With a cock-crow kiss!

Looking out from the top window

I spy her in the streets, parading her morning

saffron sari.

Her breath in traffic flow, pure draught of heat.

She’s on her feet now, no time to rest,

Her clutch about her;

She rouses them with a noisy jackdaw voice, puts

the skids under them,

Humouring them so that they might face this day

breezily –

A day rising out from the yellowing globe of her

eye.

Lunch hour, from the hotel balcony, I see her

Stretched in slumber,

Her urban contours lying awkwardly, dog tired,

Her bazaar bosom heaving, exhausted,

The dangerous laneways of her combed tresses.
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Today the poor are huddled

In the backstreets of her cloak, fretful,

Their wants, their needs pierce her

And how she sighs over and over again when the

strong

Walk all over the weak – kid goat teaching its

mother to bleat.

Tutelary spirit of street shrines, wonder-woman of

broken palaces,

Wise one of crumbling courtyards.

A while ago her sky-eyes darkened and she wept

with consternation

Seeing her family rising up in rebellion

Against all oppressors.

The softness of prayer in her wild words

As her body supports scaffolding –

Stink of pus in her bones –

In spite of this she sings a song of hope

In the cries of protesters, blossoming tongue of

youth.

Evening. Pagoda-shaped she is,

Bright gems glisten in her ears;

She walks a stately walk among her own, blesses

them

With incense chatter: hear the little peals of

laughter

As she banters with market ladies, fiery eyed.

Night. She spreads the bright

Headdress of darkness

Over all, her satin cloak
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Encrusted with silver brooches, an amber moon

Her torch, traffic horns her hum.

To her I will lift my eyes, my soul’s nurse,

When midnight rings

And I stretch my limbs; she comes to me with a

sleeping-draught

Full of giddy sparks from the sky. As she departs

She leaves a star in the window, sweet and soft as

her kiss.

There seems to me to be a lusciousness, a

richness, a sumptuousness in this poem which the

English language has been shying away from since

the days of Tennyson, James Elroy Flecker et al.

Perhaps English-language poetry is more

responsive to history than is Irish-language poetry.

In a sense, Irish-language poetry, especially in the

post-Jacobite era, has been more concerned with

geography than history… certainly some of the

defining movements in European thought and art,

whether the Enlightenment, the Reformation, the

Industrial Revolution, Impressionism,

Expressionism, Psychology, Orientalism,

Existentialism, Dadaism, Surrealism, Feminism …

few such influences coloured the consciousness of

the Gael and then in the 1960s everything seemed

to arrive together like a colourfully wrapped parcel

waiting to be opened… and, of course, Irish would

have to find words for all of these phenomena…

Dadaism was easy as the word ‘Dada’ is Irish

means ‘Nothing’!

Its founder Tristan Tzara, whose real name was

Sami Rosenstock ,would have been happy to know

that another Rosenstock would be in Ireland to
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welcome him, if somewhat belatedly, to our

shores.

New ways of thinking about the world included

redefining Ireland as an entity shaped by neocolonialism. Neo-colonialism often brings a degree

of ‘self-hatred’ with it. So, it wasn’t always easy to

assert one’s rights as an Irish speaker or to believe

in the romantic notion of a language revival,

especially as creative writers and language

revivalists do not necessarily share the same views

on anything other than the importance of the

language itself. There are few revivalists left in

Ireland. We are all survivalists now, I suspect.

The ancient shamanistic gift of shape-shifting

is enshrined in the best of modern Gaelic poetry.

For Sorley Mac Lean in Gaelic Scotland, time is a

deer in the woods. For Nuala Ní Dhomhnaill,

merfolk have come in on land. Irish poets in

English have moved a lot towards realism,

realizing that English may not be able to carry the

full weight (or lightness) of ancestral magic …even

Yeats had to give it up, having exhausted its

possibilities. For many, the notion of magic is

inherently suspect. And yes, magic has had certain

adherents whom one would not wish to bring home

to one’s parents. Nonetheless, throw out magic

and you deal a death-blow to the imagination –

and to the music of language.

Magic is far from exhausted in the Gaelic

tradition. How could it be when words themselves

are shape-shifting all the time, when the meaning

of gealach is ‘moon’, shifting to ‘a thin slice of raw

turnip’. All its magic is required if the language is

to survive this 21st century. Ó Searcaigh didn’t

have to go as far as Nepal. He discovered a magic
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in his own mountainy parish after returning from

London and this return to a living landscape

coincided for him with a return to a living tradition.

The living tradition was there all the time but

sometimes one must be removed from it to see it

for what it really is.

For a long while, in living memory, there was

a deep feeling of despair in Ireland. Was it in the

1950s? It was inherited from previous generations

going back to the Great Famine of 1846/47 and

language loss on a catastrophic scale. Ireland was

being eaten away by emigration and poverty.

Intellectuals and peasants shared one thing – they

were slowly going out of their minds.

Old ways were fading as tradition – the Irish

language itself – became associated with ignorance

and poverty or sentimentalism. Real Irish music

was being replaced, even at home, by phoney

songs composed around pianos in New York, often

by Italians, Jews or Germans who had never laid a

foot on Irish soil. ‘I’ll take you home again,

Kathleen’? Ah yes, it could have been someone

pining for his own patch of the world in Eastern

Europe – and it probably was.

And now, today, Ireland is host to thousands

and thousands of Eastern European workers. How

many will stay and have their children educated in

Ireland? Will there be new writers in Irish whose

names do not begin with an Ó or a Mac? If so, it

will make the scene less lonely for the Rosenstocks

of the world!

Irish literature never had much need for

science fiction – or even travel writing – until

recently. The local parish was a mystery map, a
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treasure map. Look at this memorable poem by

Máirtín Ó Direáin (1910 – 1988):

Glór Acastóra

Cá bhfuilir uaim le fada

A ghlór acastóra?

Thiar i gcúl an ama atáir

Cé gur iomaí oíche i bhfad ó shin

Ba cheol thú i mo chluasa.

Carr Aindí Goill ar chapall maith

Bhíodh ag dul in aghaidh aird

Ar a bhealach go hEoghanacht.

Deireann súile m’aigne liom

Go raibh péint ghlé dhearg air,

Ach ní hé sin is measa liom

Ná is mó a airím uaim,

Ach glór an acastóra

A bhogadh chun suain mé.

Axle Sound

Where are you now this long time

Axle sound?

Locked away in time you are

Though it’s many a night long ago

And music to my ears you were.

Aindí Goill’s cart and a good horse

Pulling it all the way

Up the slope to Eoghanacht.

My mind’s eye tells me

It was painted red,

But that’s not what concerns me now
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Nor is it what I miss most

But the axle sound

That rocked me once to sleep.

(Trans. Gabriel Rosenstock)



For the reader of Irish, the mention of a placename, Eoghanacht, brings an extra magical

enrichment to the whole poem. It is the same with

many, many poems in the canon, such as Cill

Chais. As Frank O’ Connor translates the opening:

‘What shall we do without timber

The last of the woods is down …’

When we read these lines we think of Ireland being

denuded of her woods to build ships for the British

navy but we also think of our Tree Alphabet, A for

ailm the elm, B for beith the birch, C for coll the

hazel, D for dair the oak…

Wonderful placenames occur in medieval and

early Irish poetry, including those poems of An

Fhiannaíocht (The Fenian Cycle), Fionn Mac

Cumhail and his band of Celtic samurai, out

hunting in the glens and valleys when not

defending the island of Ireland.

Ireland has its own islands, hundreds of them.

To an outsider, Aran is an island. To a native, such

as Ó Direáin, it is each and every field, each and

every stone wall. Even what appears to be one

long sandy beach can have topographical

subdivisions, as the writings of Tim Robinson on

Aran and Connemara richly reveal.
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